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Abstract
Leasing in the Sanford-sub basin began in January 2010; up to three groups were active. No drilling permits were submitted by May 2010.
Pipeline build-out continues to provide natural gas for accelerated conversion of coal-fired electric plants by Progress Energy – the major
public utility in central- and eastern North Carolina. These pipelines, located near the Sanford sub-basin, provide a ready natural gas market.
North Carolina’s 1945 Oil and Gas Conservation Act, amended in 1988, preceded previous drilling and needs updating to reflect current
technology and to provide a framework of modern regulations, bonding, state royalties and permit fees, which are similar to other states.
Listening sessions on potential drilling concerns were conducted with interested parties inside both state government and the environmental
community.
Progress includes development of an evolving three-dimensional digital subsurface basin model using basin-wide 2D seismic, a Cumnock
Fm. (source rock) isopach map, and depth to basement map. Paper petroleum well logs are being converted to digital format.
Additional organic geochemical data are being acquired to augment a robust database with thermal maturation and source rock data.
Reconnaissance SEM of porosity in the Cumnock Fm. was obtained. The Sanford sub-basin is included in this year’s U.S. Geological
Survey’s Mesozoic basin resource assessment.
Potential plays include coal bed methane, shale gas, and possible tight gas sand (strong gas shows noted on well logs and degraded oil in the
Sanford Fm. above the Cumnock Fm.). Source rocks below the underlying Pekin Fm. cannot be precluded.
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Map showing the distribution of Mesozoic basins in North Carolina
(from Reid and Milici, 2008).

• Eastern North American Triassic rift lacustrine basins related to the
opening of the Atlantic
• Deep River Basin – 150
150-mile-long
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half graben
(rift basin) with a steeply dipping eastern border fault.
• ~7,000+ feet of Triassic strata; paleo-equatorial location.
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• ~59,000-acres with inferred %Ro≥0.8.
• Total petroleum system containing:
•Source rock,,
•Seal, and
•Traps / reservoir.
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LiDAR (fractures and structure),
p
((depth
p to basement and isopach
p
Seismic interpretation
of
source rock thickness),
GIS (digital platform for data integration, display and
analysis),
y
,
Organic geochemistry (TOC, maturation),
XRD (clays and rock brittleness for fracing), some SEM
(porosity); limited petrophysics,
Molecular gas analysis (BTU, composition, stable isotopes
for nitrogen, carbon and deuterium),
Core logging and interpretation,
interpretation data mining to recover
historic technical data,
Geologic mapping to outcrop scale, petrography, and
Conversion of paper logs and seismic sections to digital
products for use with digital seismic software.





Current focus: Rigorous, science-based

assessment of technically recoverable natural gas.
Assessments units (AU’s): Developed for:

Coal bed methane (CBM),
 Shale gas, and
 Tight gas.







Methodology: Numeric
Numeric, conservative approach to
be computed by the U.S. Geological Survey
(FORSPAN Model – USGS OFR-03-384) [used for
continuous accumulations of petroleum].
petroleum]
Completion target date: Spring 2011.
Publication date: Sometime in 2011.

LiDAR is an important exploration tool –
when combined with geologic maps

Sanford sub-basin, Lee Co., NC
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NC has complete LiDAR
coverage (~49,000 sq. miles)
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Large land areas can be
covered relatively quickly
Useful for areas where ground
access is limited, prohibited or
too risky for field crews.

Hillshade LiDAR – shows trends of dikes,
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LiDAR fracture patterns can be traced
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Gas and oil shows
• Eleven of 28 drill holes (including old coal
holes) with gas, oil or both and some ‘asphalt’
shows.
• Coal mines with underground oil shows;
multiple fatal methane gas mine explosions
(mines long closed).
• Two shut-in wells with significant pressure
(March 2009) – failed nitrogen frac jobs.
• Butler
B tl #3 (upper
(
left)
l ft) – with
ith pressure off 900 psi;
i iinitial
iti l
flow rate: unknown;
• Simpson #1 (lower half) – with pressure of 250 psi;
initial flow rate: 3,000 mcfd; settled at 231 mcfd; well
flared;; and
• Butler #1 (upper right) – well flared; small amount high
paraffin, low flow temp. oil (hand warming) recovered.

•‘Black band’ rock - nitrogen source rock
• Nitrogen, phosphorous, oil and iron compounds (local
fertilizer);
• Retorted (1927) produced 3.6 to 12.4 gallons of oil
per ton;
• 18” thick interval between upper and lower Cumnock
coal benches (could be packed off); and
• Formed from carbon and iron-rich muds in coalforming swamp with restricted accumulation of plant
material.

Sanford sub-basin, Lee Co., NC

~59,000 acres
within solid
line with inferred
%Ro ≥ 0.8 (from
NCGS OFR2010-07).

Potential tight gas

Degraded oil in the
Sanford Formation at
shallow depth and
above the Cumnock
Formation.
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Sediments are predominantly gas prone with
some oil shows; robust database ~400 analyses.
TOC data exceeds the conservative 1.4% threshold
necessary for hydrocarbon expulsion.
Organic matter derived from terrestrial Type III
woody (coaly) and from Type II material; Type I
(algal material) likely present
present.
Thermal alteration data (TAI) and vitrinite
reflectance data (%Ro) indicate levels of thermal
maturity
t it suitable
it bl tto generate
t h
hydrocarbons.
d
b

Modified from Reid and Milici (USGS OFR 2008-1108)

• Distribution of TOC data in wells in the Sanford sub-basin
• A threshold of 1.4% TOC is considered necessary for hydrocarbon expulsion
• From Reid and Milici, 2008





Hydrogen and oxygen
indices from RockEval
E l pyrolysis
l i in
i
relation to primary
kerogen type.
The organic material
in these formations
was derived from
Type II and Type III
matter; Type I likely
p
present.
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Estimated maximum erosion is ~3,000 ft
Observed variations are:
•V.R. Groce #1: ‐1,800 ft
•Butler #3: ‐1,000 ft
•Simpson #1: ‐3,000 ft (maximum observed)
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Note – ∆C and ∆D for light gases (ethane, propane, iso-pentane and N-butane along with specific gravity for 2009
analyses – not shown because of space)
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Cross plot of ΔD methane (deuterium isotopes for methane, ‰) vs. Δ 13C methane (carbon isotopes for
methane, ‰) showing fields for bacterial gas, associated gas, postmature dry gas etc., from Ellis et al., 2003.
Reprinted with permission from the Oil & Gas Journal (from Janell Edman, RMAG, August 2007).
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~56,000
prospective
acres for exploration
with inferred %Ro ≥ 0.8.
Mesozoic rift basin with depth of 7,000+ feet.
800-foot thick organic shale section with two
coal beds.
G prone section
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b
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and maturation and two shut-in wells with
pressure.
pressure
Centrally located in state.
Environmental and permitting issues.
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